
Acta Informatica 28, 693{701 (1991)On Fast Multiplication of Polynomials Over Arbitrary AlgebrasDavid G. Cantor and Erich Kaltofen*1. Introduction. In this paper we generalize the well-known Sch�onhage-Strassen al-gorithm for multiplying large integers to an algorithm for multiplying polynomials withcoe�cients from an arbitrary, not necessarily commutative, not necessarily associative,algebra A. Our main result is an algorithm to multiply polynomials of degree < n inO(n log n) algebra multiplications and O(n logn loglog n) algebra additions/subtractions(we count a subtraction as an addition). The constant implied by the \O" does not de-pend upon the algebra A. The parallel complexity of our algorithm, i.e., the depth of thecorresponding arithmetic circuit, is O(log n).When division by 2 is possible, then the Sch�onhage-Strassen [13] integer multiplicationalgorithm can be easily reformulated as a polynomial multiplication procedure (c.f. [11]).Sch�onhage [12] investigated the polynomial multiplication problem for arbitrary �elds ofcharacteristic 2, in which the standard 2k-point Discrete Fast Fourier Transform algorithm(DFT) cannot be used because it requires division by 2.The �elds over which the DFT is used do not necessarily contain the primitive roots ofunity necessary for the computation of the Discrete Fast Fourier Transform and, to use it,such roots must be adjoined to the ground �eld. It is this which increases the complexityfrom O(n logn) to O(n log n loglog n). Sch�onhage's algorithm for �elds of characteristic2 uses a 3k-point Fourier transform. When division by 3 is possible, he obtains again analgorithm of complexity O(n log n loglog n). His approach does not appear to generalizeto sk transforms, even when s = 5.Here, we exhibit an alternate method that works for order sk for any integer s � 2. Byapplying this method for two relatively prime values of s, we obtain a method not requiringdivision. As a result our method is valid for any algebraA: Speci�cally the algebraA mustbe an Abelian group under \+" and have a binary operation \�" satisfying the distributivelaw (u+ v) � (x + y) = u � x + u � y + v � x + v � yfor all u; v; x; y in A. In this generality, multiplication of two polynomials Pmi=0 aixi andPnj=0 bjxj means the computation of all of the terms of the product, i.e., computation ofall terms of the form ck =Pi aibk�i.Thus our method may be used for multiplying \string polynomials" [8], 4.6.1, exercises17 and 18, or for multiplying matrix polynomials.Over special rings the complexity may be smaller: For �nite �elds see [5] and [10]. Ifone allows the total operation count to be asymptotically worse, then an O(n) non-scalarmultiplicative complexity can be achieved di�erently, e.g., by using the method of [3]recursively; see also [4] and [14]. The algorithm in [3] also enables polynomial evaluation.*The authors would like to acknowledge the partial support of NSA Grant MDA-904-88-H-2031 andNSF Grant Nr. CCR-87-05363. To appear in Acta Informatica. Typeset by AMS-TEX



We also refer to [7] for achieving O(n log n) multiplicative complexity over a ring, butasymptotically worse additive complexity.Our model of computation is that of a straight line program for obtaining the coe�cientsof the product from the coe�cients of the input [1], although the asymptotic complexityremains the same if the model is an algebraic random access machine [6]. Non-scalarmultiplications are those in which both factors depend upon the coe�cients of the input.Our method is a special case of a bilinear algorithm [14]. Suppose �rst that we wish tomultiply two polynomials of degree n�1, say,Pn�1i=0 aixi andPn�1j=0 bjxj , each with integralcoe�cients, to obtain their productP2n�2i=0 cixi. We shall, in e�ect, describe two sequencesof matrices A0; A1; : : : Ar , and B0; B1; : : : ; Bs. Let a denote the vector (a0; a1; : : : ; an�1),let b denote the vector (b0; b1; : : : ; bn�1) and let c denote the vector (c0; c1; : : : ; c2n�2).We will compute the vectors A0A1 � � �Ara and A0A1 � � �Arb, and take the term-by-termproduct of these two vectors to obtain a vector d. Then the product B0B1 � � �Bsd willbe a certain integer multiple N1c of c. We will do this twice, the second time computingN2c, where N1 and N2 are relatively prime integers. The Euclidean algorithm shows thatthere exist two integers M1 and M2 such that M1N1 +M2N2 = 1. Thus we may obtainc = M1(N1c) + M2(N2c). The matrices Ai and Bi will be sparse, consisting entirelyof 0's, 1's and �1's, and multiplying by them can be done entirely using additions andsubtractions. The multiplications by M1 and M2 may be treated as repeated additions.The only multiplications absolutely necessary are those to compute d. Combining all ofthe above shows that there exist matrices U and V with integral coe�cients such thatc = V ((Ua) � (Uc));where \�" denotes term-by-term multiplication. It is easy to verify that such a bilinearalgorithm which is valid over the ring of integers is a formal identity relating the coe�cientsai, bi, and ci and that, as such, it is valid over any algebra A as described above.2. The Discrete Fast Fourier Transform. Throughout this paper s will denote apositive integer � 2. We will use the Discrete Fast Fourier Transform (DFT) of ordern = sr. Suppose that D is an integral domain containing a primitive nth root of unity!n. The DFT of order n takes as input a sequence fa0; a1; : : : ; an�1g of n elements fromD and and a primitive nth root of unity !n, also from D. Its output is the sequencefA0; A1; : : : ; An�1g where Aj = f(!jn), with f(x) =Pn�1i=0 aixi.
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Recall the algorithm by noting that if r � 2 thenf(x) = n�1Xi=0 aixi= s�1Xi=0 sr�1�1Xj=0 asj+ixsj+i= s�1Xi=0 xi sr�1�1Xj=0 asj+i(xs)j= s�1Xi=0 xifi(xs);where fi(x) = sr�1�1Xj=0 asj+ixj :Thus, to evaluate f(x) at all of the roots of unity of order sr , one �rst evaluates each of thefi(x) at all of the roots of unity of order sr�1. Then one evaluates the f(!), where ! is annth root of unity, as a polynomial of degree < s, with coe�cients the (already evaluated)fi(!s), using Horner's method. This yieldsLemma 2.1. The DFT of order n = sr can be performed as a straight-line algorithm using� r(s � 1)n additions/subtractions, and � r(s � 1)n multiplications. All multiplicationsare by powers of !n.Proof: When r = 1, simply use Horner's method to evaluate f(x) at each of the sth rootsof unity. This amounts to s evaluations of a polynomial of degree � s � 1 and requires� s(s � 1) multiplications and additions/subtractions, with each multiplication being bya power of !s. When r � 2, one uses the above method, recursively. The evaluation ofeach of the s polynomials fi(x) at all roots of unity of order sr�1 can be done using sDFT's, each of order sr�1, hence, inductively, with � s(r � 1)(s� 1)n=s = (r� 1)(s� 1)nadditions and multiplications, with the latter being by powers of !n=s. Then n evaluationsof f(x), as a polynomial of degree � s � 1, using Horner's method, requires � (s � 1)nadditions and multiplications, with the latter being by powers of !n. Combining thesenumbers yields the Lemma.We now consider the problem of �nding the product P2n�2i=0 cixi of the polynomi-als Pn�1i=0 aixi and Pn�1i=0 bixi with coe�cients in D, and where n = sr. Suppose thatfA0; A1; : : : ; An�1g, and, respectively, fB0; B1; : : : ; Bn�1g are the DFT's of the sequencesfa0; a1; : : : ; an�1g and, respectively, fb0; b1; : : : ; bn�1g, both with respect to the same rootof unity !n. Put Di = AiBi for 0 � i < n and let fd0; d1; : : : ; dn�1g be the DFT of thesequence fD0;D1; : : : ;Dn�1g with respect to the root of unity 1=!n. Then, if 0 � h < n,3



we have dh = n�1Xi=0 Di!�hin= n�1Xi=0 AiBi!�hin= n�1Xi=0 n�1Xj=0 aj!ijn n�1Xk=0 bk!ikn !�hin= n�1Xj=0 n�1Xk=0 ajbk n�1Xi=0 !i(j+k�h)n= n Xj+k�h (mod n) ajbk= n(ch + cn+h);(where c2n�1 is de�ned to be 0) since, in the next to last sum, either j + k = h orj + k = h+ n.Suppose that ! = !ns is a primitive (ns)th root of unity in the integral domain D. Then!n = !s is a primitive nth root of unity and !s = !n is a primitive sth root of unity. LetfA00; A01; : : : ; A0n�1g and, respectively, fB00; B01; : : : ; B0n�1g be the DFT's of the sequencesfa0; a1!; a2!2; : : : ; an�1!n�1g and, respectively, fb0; b1!; b1!2; : : : ; bn�1!n�1g both withrespect to the root of unity !n. Put Ei = A0iB0i for 0 � i < n and, similarly to the above,let fe0; e1!; e2!2; : : : ; en�1!n�1g be the DFT of the sequence fE0; E1; : : : ; En�1g withrespect to the root of unity 1=!n. Then computing as before we obtaineh!h = n Xj+k�h (mod n) aj!jbk!k:Since in the above sum, as before, either j + k = h or j + k = n+ h, we obtaineh = n(ch + !scn+h):Combining the latter two equations, we �nd that(1 � !s)nch = eh � !sdh; (1� !s)ncn+h = dh � eh:De�ne �s = � p if s is a power of a prime p,1 if s is not a prime-power:In [9], page 73 (see also [2]), it is shown thatY1�i<s(i;s)=1(1� !is) = �s;4



where the product is restricted to those i which are relatively prime to s. It follows that�s=(1� !s) = Y2�i<s(i;s)=1(1 � !is);and that, if d 2 D, then d�s=(1�!s) can be computed using �(s)�1 additions/subtractionsand �(s) � 1 multiplications, the latter all being by powers of !s.Summarizing, we have provedLemma 2.2. If  n�1Xi=0 aixi!  n�1Xi=0 bixi! = 2n�2Xi=0 cixi;we can compute the elements �snci by (1) performing the DFT of order n 6 times, (2)2n�(s) additions/subtractions, (3) n(2�(s)+1) multiplications by roots of unity which arepowers of !ns, and (4) 2n other multiplications (of polynomials in !ns).Let q be a positive integer � r + 1. We now estimate the complexity of calculatingthe DFT of polynomials in the integral domain D = Z[!sq ], of cyclotomic integers, where! = !sq is a primitive (sq)th root of unity in an algebraic closure of Z. The roots of unityused in the above multiplication method all lie inD. In what follows, we put !ns = !sq�r�1,!n = !sns, and !s = !nns; then !ns is a primitive nsth root of unity, !n is a primitive nth rootof unity, and !s is a primitive sth root of unity. Recall that the cyclotomic polynomial�sq (z) = �s(zsq�1 ). We use as a basis for the ring of cyclotomic integers the powers1; !; !2; : : : ; !�(sq)�1 and suppose that the input coe�cients ai and bi are polynomialswith integral coe�cients in ! of degree < �(sq) = sq�1�(s). We may replace ! by anindeterminate X and calculate the DFT in the ring Z[X]=�sq (X). Since �sq (X) dividesXsq � 1, we may �rst perform the calculations in the ring Z[X]=(Xsq � 1) and then reducethe answer (mod �sq (X)). Computing in the ring Z[X]=(Xsq � 1) amounts to computingwith polynomials in X of degree < sq. Addition of two such polynomials requires � sqinteger additions/subtractions. Multiplication by a power of !sq , or equivalently, in thisring, by a power of X, requires no computation, for multiplying a polynomial by X andreducing it (mod Xsq � 1) amounts to a cyclic shift of its coe�cients. Finally, after theDFT is completed, the n = sr polynomials in the result must be reduced (mod �sq (X)).That is, we must divide each such polynomial by �sq (X) and keep the remainder. Now,�sq (X) is monic and has integral coe�cients. If �s denotes the sum of the absolutevalues of the coe�cients of �s(X), then the reduction of a polynomial of degree < sq mod�sq (X) requires � (sq � �(sq))�s additions/subtractions and no multiplications. Notethat the division with remainder algorithm performs sq � �(sq) subtractions of scalarmultiples of �sq (X)X l, 0 � l � sq � �(sq) � 1, each of which can be carried out in �sadditions/subtractions. E.g., for an integral coe�cient t of �sq (X), we compute d1 � td2,d1; d2 2 D, by subtracting d2 t times from d1. Estimating crudely, we obtainLemma 2.3. Performing the DFT of order n = sr in the ring D = Z[!n],where q � r + 1,requires no more than (r(s � 1)�s)sq+r additions/subtractions and no multiplications.5



We now consider the complexity of multiplying two polynomials of degree < n withcoe�cients restricted to the ring Z[!sq ], calculating as above. This can be obtained bycombining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. Note that we need not count multiplications by powers of!sq . Thus we obtain:Lemma 2.4. Suppose that Pn�1i=0 aixiPn�1i=0 bixi =P2n�2i=0 cixi where the ai are elementsof the ring D of cyclotomic integers Z[!sq ], represented in the standard basis consisting ofpowers of !sq , and that n = sr with r < q. Then, we can compute the elements �snci in� 6rs�ssq+r integer additions/subtractions and � 2n multiplications of elements of D.3. Polynomial multiplication. We �rst consider the problem of multiplying cyclotomicintegers. Suppose M = sQ, that !M is a primitive M th root of unity and that we wish tomultiply two cyclotomic integers, i.e., elements of the ring Z[!M ], say A =P�(M)�1i=0 ai!iMand B =P�(M)�1i=0 bi!iM . If Q � 2 we shall simply multiply them, in the ordinary way, aspolynomials in !M , reducing (mod �M (!M )). Otherwise let H � 0 be the unique integersuch that 2H+2 � Q � 2H+1+1. Put q = bQ=2c+1, and r = dQ=2e�1. Then q+r = Q,q � r is 1 or 2, r is � 1 and 2H�1 + 2 � q � 2H + 1. Put m = sq and n = sr. Note that ifQ is even, we have m = s2n, while if Q is odd, we have m = sn. In both cases mn =M .We shall reduce the desired multiplication to 2n multiplications in the smaller cyclotomicring Z[!m].We can write A = �(M)�1Xi=0 ai!iM= n�1Xj=0 �(M)=n�1Xi=0 ain+j!in+jM= n�1Xj=00@�(m)�1Xi=0 ain+j!im1A!jM ;where !m = !nM is a primitive mth root of unity. Similarly, we can writeB = n�1Xj=00@�(m)�1Xi=0 bin+j!im1A!jM :Now put a(x) = n�1Xj=00@�(m)�1Xi=0 ain+j!im1Axjand b(x) = n�1Xj=00@�(m)�1Xi=0 bin+j!im1Axj :6



so that a(!M ) = A and b(!M ) = B.If we form the product c(x) = a(x)b(x)= 2n�2Xj=0 0@�(m)�1Xi=0 cij!im1Axj ;then C = c(!M ) is the desired product; i.e., C = AB. However, we shall need to expressC in the same form as A and B, i.e., as a polynomial in !M of degree < �(M). Now,C = 2n�2Xj=0 0@�(m)�1Xi=0 cij!im1A!jM= n�1Xj=0 �(m)�1Xi=0 �cij!ni+jM + ci;j+n!ni+j+nM �= n�1Xj=0 �(m)Xi=0 (cij + ci�1;j+n)!ni+jM ;where we de�ne cij to be 0 if i < 0, i � �(m) or j � 2n� 1. If we carry out the indicatedadditions, then we will express C as a polynomial in !M of degree < �(M) + n. Thus nreductions modulo the polynomial �M (!M ) will leave C in the required form.All of this works equally well if we compute KQ times a(x)b(x) instead of a(x)b(x), forany KQ 2 Z. Of course, we will obtain KQC instead of C, but all else remains the same.Summarizing, we haveLemma 3.1. We can compute KQ times the product of two cyclotomic integers in Z[!M ]by computing KQ times the product of two polynomials of degree < n over Z[!m] and�M + n�s additional additions/subtractions.We now show, inductively, that the method of the previous section, used recursively,enables us to choose KQ = �H+1s sQ�2 when Q � 3.Indeed, if Q = 3, then H = 0, q = 2, n = s, and the 2n products necessary for theabove computation are computed directly (using ordinary polynomial multiplication) andwe obtain KQ = �ss = �H+1s sQ�2. When Q > 3, then, recursively, using Lemma 2.4, weobtain KQ = �ssrKq = �ssr�h+1s sq�2, where h = H � 1 is the unique integer satisfying2h + 2 � q � 2h+1 + 1. This shows that KQ = �H+1s sQ�2.Now denote by �Q the number of addition/subtractions and by �Q the number of mul-tiplications required for the above computation.Lemma 3.2. We have�Q � sQ2H((6s + 2)�s(H + 1) + 2�2=s2) and �Q � sQ2H�2:7



Proof: From Lemmas 2.4 and 3.1 we �nd that�Q � 6rs�ssQ + 2sr�q + sQ + sr�s� (r(6s + 2)�s + 2�q=sq)sQ� (2H(6s + 2)�s + 2�q=sq)sQ:When Q = 3, then H = 0, q = 2, r = 1, n = s, and the desired result for �3 follows fromLemmas 2.4 and 3.1, namely,�3 � 6s�ss3 + 2s�2 + s3 + s�s � s3((6s + 2)�s + 2�2=s2):If Q > 3 then H > 1 and we have, inductively,�Q=sQ � 2H(6s + 2)�s + 2�q=sq� 2H(6s + 2)�s + 2 � 2h((6s + 2)�s(h+ 1) + 2�2=s2)� 2H((6s + 2)�s(H + 1) + 2�2=s2):Similarly, from Lemmas 2.4 and 3.1, we �nd that �Q � 2sr�q and by induction we obtainthe desired result.Now, to multiply two polynomials with integral coe�cients, a(x) = Pn�1i=0 aixi andb(x) = Pn�1i=0 bixi, each of degree < n, we simply choose Q so that that �(sQ) � 2nand multiply the cyclotomic integers a(!m) and b(!m). The coe�cients of the product cexpressed as a polynomial of degree < �(sQ) will be the coe�cients of the desired productpolynomial.From what we have proven above, we can compute an integer multiple Na(x)b(x) usingO(n log n loglog n) addition/subtraction steps and O(n log n) multiplications. The mul-tiplier N may be chosen to be a positive power of s, or a power of the unique prime pdividing s if s is a prime power, and may be chosen to be O(n log n) (indeed, if s is not aprime, then it may be chosen O(n)).Now, as described at the beginning of this paper, this method remains valid when thepolynomials have coe�cients inA. We can therefore, as described earlier, choose two di�er-ent, relatively prime, integers s1 and s2, and compute N1a(x)b(x) using s1 and N2a(x)b(x)using s2. Then N1 and N2 will be relatively prime and there will be integers M1 and M2such that M1N1+M2N2 = 1. Using the Euclidean algorithm, or otherwise, we can choosejM1j � N2 and jM2j � N1. We must compute the sumM1(N1a(x)b(x))+M2(N2a(x)b(x)).By repeated doubling any coe�cient of M1(N1a(x)b(x)) may be computed in O(logM1) =O(logn) additions/subtractions. Thus, the entire sum may be computed in O(n log n)additions/subtractions. This completes the proof of our main theorem:Theorem. There exists a bilinear algorithm which computes the product of two polyno-mials of degree < n with coe�cients in A using O(n logn loglog n) addition/subtractionsand O(n logn) multiplications. The algorithm is bilinear and the constant implied by theO does not depend upon A.Acknowledgement: We like to thank the referees for several comments that have improvedthis paper; one referee brought to our attention the references [4], [5], and [7].8
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